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Description

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Technical Field

[0001] The disclosed embodiments relate to Phase-
Locked Loops (PLL) within local oscillators of receivers.

Background Information

[0002] A direct conversion receiver of a cellular tele-
phone typically employs a mixer that mixes a Local Os-
cillator (LO) signal with a desired high frequency signal
such that the desired high frequency signal is downcon-
verted to a lower baseband frequency. A local oscillator
circuit generates the LO signal. A local oscillator circuit
typically involves employing a crystal oscillator circuit and
a Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) circuit. The crystal oscillator
circuit outputs a stable and fixed reference clock signal
(XO). The PLL receives the signal XO and outputs the
local oscillator signal LO that is in turn supplied to the
mixer. The PLL allows the frequency of the LO signal to
be changed so that the receiver can be tuned to down-
convert a desired high frequency signal of interest. The
receiver is tuned by changing the frequency of the LO
signal.
[0003] Historically there have been two types of PLLs
used in local oscillator circuits. One of the PLLs is referred
to here as an "integer-N PLL". The other of the PLLs is
referred to here as a "fractional-N PLL". FIG. 1 (Prior Art)
is a simplified diagram of an integer-N PLL 1. A crystal
oscillator 2 generates a very stable crystal oscillator out-
put signal XO. The crystal oscillator may or may not be
considered part of the phase-locked loop. The XO signal
is frequency divided by a divider 3 to generate a very
stable reference signal of fixed frequency referred to here
as the "comparison reference clock signal" 4. The divisor
by which divider 3 divides may, for example, have a dif-
ferent value depending on the band in which the receiver
is to receive. A high frequency VCO output signal LO
output by VCO 5 is divided down in frequency by a loop
divider 6 to generate a divided down feedback signal 7.
The feedback signal 7 is compared to the very stable
comparison reference signal 4 by a phase detector 8.
The error signal output by phase detector 8 passes
through a charge pump 9 and a loop filter 10. Loop filter
10 supplies a current or voltage steering signal 11 to VCO
5 such that feedback signal 7 is phase-locked with re-
spect to the comparison reference clock signal 4. The
frequency of the LO signal can be changed by changing
the integer divisor by which loop divider 6 frequency di-
vides to LO signal to generate the feedback signal 7. The
local oscillator signal LO generated by such an integer-
N PLL generally exhibits a relatively large amount of
phase noise. As the PLL operates, the frequency of the
signal LO varies and is controlled within a frequency band
determined by the bandwidth of loop filter 10.

[0004] As cellular telephones have come to be used
for purposes other than just voice communication, cellu-
lar telephones are to be able to receive at higher and
higher data rates. In order to increase data rates, it is
generally true that phase noise of the LO must be re-
duced. It is therefore desired to use a PLL in the local
oscillator circuit of the cellular telephone receiver that
exhibits less phase noise than does the traditional inte-
ger-N PLL of FIG. 1.
[0005] FIG. 2 (Prior Art) is a diagram of a second type
of PLL employed today in local oscillators of receivers of
cellular telephones. This second type of PLL is referred
to here as a "fractional-N" Phase-Locked Loop (PLL).
Fractional-N PLL 12 involves a modulator 13 that chang-
es the divisor by which the loop divider 14 divides. The
divisor is changed such that over time the average fre-
quency of the feedback signal 15 frequency and phase
matches the frequency and phase of comparison refer-
ence clock signal 16. In a fractional-N PLL, the frequency
of the comparison reference clock signal 16 can be high-
er, so there is no divider that divides down the frequency
of the XO signal output by the crystal oscillator 17. Be-
cause a higher comparison reference clock signal fre-
quency can be used, the loop filter can have a higher
loop bandwidth. Increasing loop bandwidth typically sup-
presses phase noise. The fractional-N PLL topology
therefore can be used to generate local oscillator signals
that have less phase noise as compared to local oscillator
signals that would be generated using the integer-N PLL
topology.
[0006] Unfortunately, in some receiver applications,
use of a fractional-N PLL has drawbacks as compared
to use of an integer-N PLL. As a PLL operates, the steer-
ing signal supplied to the VCO changes as a function of
the frequency of the comparison reference clock signal.
This changing of the steering signal results in changes
in the frequency of the LO signal. These changes evi-
dence themselves in the frequency domain as harmonic
frequency components around the center frequency of
the LO signal. These harmonic frequency components
are referred to as "spurs."
[0007] FIG. 3 (Prior Art) is a diagram that illustrates an
operational characteristic of the integer-N PLL 1 of FIG.
1. The Local Oscillator signal (LO) does not appear as a
single ideal spike in the frequency domain but rather is
pictured having skirts. The width of this skirt represents
the phase noise that is present along with the LO signal
itself. A desired high frequency signal is received on the
antenna of the receiver and makes its way to the mixer
of the receiver. The local oscillator signal LO supplied to
the mixer is of such a frequency that the desired receive
(RX) signal is downconverted in frequency to a baseband
signal. Reference numerals 20-23 identify some of the
spurs that are generated due to the steering of the VCO
5 in the integer-N PLL of FIG. 1. Note that the frequency
separation between the spurs is FC1, the frequency of
the comparison reference clock signal in the PLL of FIG.
1. Due to the relatively low frequency of the comparison
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reference clock signal in the integer-N PLL, the spurs are
relatively close together and drop off in magnitude rela-
tively rapidly such that there are effectively no spurs in
the frequency channel 24. In the cellular telephone con-
sidered here, the transmitter of the cellular telephone
may be transmitting at the same time that the receiver of
the cellular telephone is receiving. The transmit frequen-
cy channel 24 is therefore separated in frequency from
the frequencies of the desired RX signal. The double S
symbols 25 in the diagram of FIG. 3 illustrate a large
break in frequency. The frequency of the transmit chan-
nel is therefore separated in the frequency domain from
the receive channel by a significant amount. As can be
seen from the diagram of FIG. 3, the integer-N PLL gen-
erates an undesirable amount of phase noise.
[0008] FIG. 4 (Prior Art) is a diagram that illustrates an
operational characteristic of the fractional-N PLL 12 of
FIG. 2. Due to the greater loop bandwidth of the fraction-
al-N PLL, the width of the skirt of the local oscillator signal
LO in FIG. 4 is smaller than the width of the skirt of the
local oscillator signal LO in FIG. 3. The fractional-N PLL
exhibits less phase noise. Note, however, that the har-
monic spurs components 26-28 are separated from one
another in the frequency domain by the frequency FC2
of the comparison reference clock signal 16 in the frac-
tional-N PLL 12 of FIG. 2. Frequency separation FC2 in
the diagram of FIG. 4 is greater than frequency separa-
tion FC1 in the diagram of FIG. 3. Due to the greater
frequency separation FC2 between harmonic spur com-
ponents, the spurs of FIG. 4 do not drop off in magnitude
as quickly as a function of frequency as do the spurs of
FIG. 3. Such a spur 28 may therefore be of such a mag-
nitude and such a frequency that it can reciprocally mix
with transmitter leakage 24. Such reciprocal mixing may
cause the mixer to downconvert the transmitter leakage
to the baseband such that the downconverted transmitter
leakage signal obscures the downconverted desired RX
signal being received. This is undesirable. Use of the
fractional-N PLL provided improved phase noise but un-
fortunately left the receiver susceptible to reciprocal mix-
ing problems.
[0009] US 2006/046663 A discloses a dual frequency
synthesizer which includes a reference oscillator, an R
counter, a first fractional-N phase-locked loop (for a re-
ceiving channel) and a second fractional-N phase-locked
loop (for a transmitting channel) and one shared sigma-
delta modulator. The reference oscillator outputs a ref-
erence oscillation frequency clock. The R counter outputs
a reference frequency clock based on the reference os-
cillation frequency clock. The first fractional-N phase-
locked loop (PLL) (for a receiving channel) generates a
first (receiving channel frequency) clock based on the
reference frequency clock. The second fractional-N
phase-locked loop (for a transmitting channel) generates
a second (transmitting channel frequency) clock based
on the same reference frequency clock. Both fractional-
N phase-locked loops share a common sigma-delta mod-
ulator.

[0010] US 6,671,500 B2 discloses a system for trans-
mitting and receiving signals. The system includes the
use of a frequency plan table a system for creating the
frequency plan table. The frequency plan table relates
carrier frequency channels to the operation of a synthe-
sizer and a plurality of programmable frequency dividers
in a locked loop. In a transmitter, a first programmable
frequency divider accepts a reference signal and produc-
es a comparison signal. A mixer accepts the reference
signal and a transmission signal and produces a loop
signal. A second programmable frequency divider ac-
cepts the loop signal and produces a loop signal having
a divided intermediate frequency signal. A phase detec-
tor compares the comparison signal and the loop signal
having a divided intermediate frequency and produces
an output that controls a variable controlled oscillator.
The variable controlled oscillator produces a modulated
transmission signal.
[0011] US 2002/132597 A discloses a system and
method for a multi-band direct conversion wireless com-
munication receiver. The system incorporates a low
noise amplifier (LNA) configured to amplify received RF
signals, a local oscillator (LO) configured to output a fre-
quency, and I and Q channel mixers. Each mixer has a
first input operatively coupled to the LNA, a second input
operatively coupled to the LO output, and an output. The
system further includes an adjustment mechanism con-
figured to adjust drive level of the LO depending on a
level of jammers detected by the receiver.
[0012] US 2005/080564 A discloses an RF-to-IF con-
verter which includes radio frequency (RF) to intermedi-
ate frequency (IF) processing circuitry and a frequency
synthesizer for generating a local oscillator signal and
clocking signals. The frequency synthesizer includes a
local oscillator (LO) output coupled to the processing cir-
cuitry, a baseband processor clock output, and clock gen-
eration circuitry for generating a baseband processor
clock with a frequency of approximately 48 f0 on the base-
band processor clock output, where f0 is 1.023 MHz.
[0013] US 2004/228431 A discloses a method and a
device for generating a system clock of a transmitting
and/or receiving device with the aid of a system oscillator.
At least one control signal is thereby evaluated by an
evaluation unit and the system oscillator is actuated as
a function of this control signal in order to change its
frequency.
[0014] US 2008/039042 A discloses techniques for
controlling operation of control loops in a receiver. The
operation of at least one control loop is modified in con-
junction with a change in operating state, which may cor-
respond to a change in linearity state, gain state, oper-
ating frequency, antenna configuration, etc. A change in
linearity state may occur when jammers are detected and
may cause bias current of analog circuit blocks to be
adjusted. The at least one control loop to be modified
may include a DC loop, an AGC loop, etc. The operation
of a control loop may be modified by disabling the control
loop or changing its time constant prior to changing op-
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erating state, waiting a predetermined amount of time to
allow the receiver to settle, and enabling the control loop
or restoring its time constant after waiting the predeter-
mined amount of time.

SUMMARY

[0015] The local oscillator of a receiver (such as the
receiver of a full-duplex transceiver of a cellular tele-
phone) includes a source of a stable reference signal (for
example, a crystal oscillator), a Programmable Compar-
ison Reference Clock Signal Generator (PCRCSG), and
a Phase-Locked Loop (PLL). The PLL is configurable to
operate in a fractional-N mode or in an integer-N mode.
The PCRCSG is controllable to change the frequency of
a comparison reference clock signal supplied to the PLL.
[0016] In one aspect, the frequency of the comparison
reference clock signal is dynamically changed such that
undesirable reciprocal mixing of reference spurs (gener-
ated by the PLL) with known jammers (for example, trans-
mit leakage) is minimized. As the transmit channel
changes within a band, and as the frequency of the trans-
mit leakage changes, a circuit changes the frequency of
the comparison reference clock signal as a function of
the transmit channel frequency such that reference spurs
generated by the fractional-N PLL are at frequencies that
do not reciprocally mix with transmitter leakage in unde-
sirable ways.
[0017] In a second aspect, the PLL is operated in the
integer-N mode in low total receive power situations. In
the low total receive power situations, the signal-to-noise
ratio of the receiver is dominated by noise other than
PLL-generated phase noise. Using the configurable PLL
in its low phase noise mode (the fractional-N mode) there-
fore does not reduce noise and is not necessary. By op-
erating the configurable PLL in the integer-N mode, how-
ever, reference spurs that would otherwise be generated
by the PLL are not generated, thereby reducing suscep-
tibility of the receiver to reciprocal mixing problems due
to reference spurs.
[0018] In a third aspect, jammer detect information is
used to determine the comparison reference clock signal
frequency. If, for example, a jammer is detected by a
jammer detect circuit within the receiver, then in response
to the detecting the frequency of the comparison refer-
ence clock signal is changed. By changing the frequency
of the comparison reference clock signal, potential prob-
lems (for example, problems due to unknown or unpre-
dictable mechanisms) may be avoided. In some embod-
iments, receiver operation in a given operational situation
is assessed using multiple different PLL configurations.
These assessments are then used to determine how the
PLL will be configured in future receiver operational sit-
uations.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0019]

FIG. 1 (Prior Art) is a simplified diagram of a type of
an integer-N Phase-Locked Loop (PLL).
FIG. 2 (Prior Art) is a simplified diagram of a type of
a fractional-N PLL.
FIG. 3 (Prior Art) is a diagram that illustrates an op-
erational characteristic of the integer-N PLL of FIG.
1.
FIG. 4 (Prior Art) is a diagram that illustrates an op-
erational characteristic of the fractional-N PLL of
FIG. 2.
FIG. 5 is a simplified high level block diagram of one
particular type of mobile communication device 100
in accordance with three aspects.
FIG. 6 is a more detailed block diagram of the RF
transceiver integrated circuit 102 of FIG. 5.
FIG. 7 is a block diagram of the local oscillator 113
of the RF transceiver integrated circuit 102 of FIG. 6.
FIG. 8 is a table that illustrates a PLL control lookup
function. In a first aspect, the frequency of the com-
parison reference clock signal 214 of the PLL of FIG.
7 is determined based at least in part on transmit
channel information. In a second aspect, the PLL is
operated in an integer-N mode if the total receive
power is below a predetermined threshold. In a third
aspect, PLL configuration is determined based at
least in part on jammer detect information.
FIG. 9 is a diagram that illustrates a potential problem
in which a reference spur generated by a fractional-
N PLL of a local oscillator reciprocally mixes with
transmitter leakage, thereby downconverting the
transmitter leakage to baseband and obscuring the
downconverted desired signal being received.
FIG. 10 is a diagram that illustrates how, if the com-
parison reference clock signal frequency is 19.2
MHz, a reference spur will be present at the same
frequency as that of a selected transmit channel.
FIG. 11 is a diagram that illustrates how, if the com-
parison reference clock signal frequency is 16.8
MHz, the reference spur of FIG. 10 will now appear
at a frequency different from the frequency of the
selected transmit channel, thereby avoiding a recip-
rocal mixing problem.
FIG. 12 is a diagram that illustrates how, at low total
receive powers, receiver operation is less affected
by decreases in phase noise than it is at higher total
receive powers.
FIG. 13 is a diagram that illustrates a second aspect
in which, at low total receive powers, the configurable
PLL 202 of FIG. 7 is operated in its integer-N mode.
FIG. 14 is a simplified flowchart of a method in ac-
cordance with the first aspect.
FIG. 15 is a simplified flowchart of a method in ac-
cordance with the second aspect.
FIG. 16 is a simplified flowchart of a method in ac-
cordance with the third aspect.
FIG. 17 is a block diagram of one particular example
of a Programmable Comparison Reference Clocks
Signal Generator.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0020] FIG. 5 is a very simplified high level block dia-
gram of one particular type of mobile communication de-
vice 100 in accordance with one aspect. In this particular
example, mobile communication device 100 is a cellular
telephone. Mobile communication device 100 includes
(among several other parts not illustrated) an antenna
101 and two integrated circuits 102 and 103. Integrated
circuit 102 is an RF transceiver integrated circuit. RF
transceiver integrated circuit 102 is called a "transceiver"
because it includes a transmitter as well as a receiver.
The term "transceiver," however, also applies to the over-
all circuit of the mobile communication device 100 be-
cause aspects of the receiver and transmitter are dis-
posed in integrated circuit 103 as well as in integrated
circuit 102. RF transceiver integrated circuit 102 is prin-
cipally an analog integrated circuit involving analog cir-
cuitry. Integrated circuit 103, on the other hand, is prin-
cipally a digital integrated circuit that includes digital cir-
cuitry. Integrated circuit 103 is called a "digital baseband
integrated circuit" or a "baseband processor integrated
circuit."
[0021] FIG. 6 is a more detailed block diagram of the
RF transceiver integrated circuit 102. When cellular tel-
ephone 100 is receiving, a high frequency RF signal 104
is received on antenna 101. Information from signal 104
passes through duplexer 105, matching network 106,
and through the receive chain 107. The signal is amplified
by Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) 108 and is down-converted
in frequency by mixer 109. The resulting down-converted
signal is filtered by baseband filter 110 and is passed to
the digital baseband integrated circuit 103. An Analog-
to-Digital Converter (ADC) 111 in digital baseband inte-
grated circuit 103 converts the signal into digital form and
the resulting digital information is processed by a demod-
ulator hardware path 112 within digital baseband inte-
grated circuit 103.
[0022] The receive chain 107 is tuned by controlling
the frequency of a local oscillator signal LO supplied by
a local oscillator 113. Local oscillator 113 is in turn con-
trolled by a processor 114 in digital baseband integrated
circuit 103 and a program of processor-executable in-
structions 115 stored in a processor-readable medium
116. Processor-readable medium 116 in this case is a
semiconductor memory. Processor 114 can access
memory 116 across local bus 117. To control local oscil-
lator 113 of RF transceiver integrated circuit 102, proc-
essor 114 writes appropriate values into serial bus inter-
face 118. The values then pass across a serial SSBI bus
119 to a serial bus interface circuit 120 of the RF trans-
ceiver integrated circuit 102 and appear on conductors
121. By changing these values communicated, proces-
sor 114 can change the local oscillator LO frequency,
and can thereby tune the receive chain 107.
[0023] If the cellular telephone is transmitting, then in-
formation to be transmitted passes through modulator
hardware path 122 within digital baseband integrated cir-

cuit 103, and is converted into analog form by a Digital-
to-Analog Converter (DAC) 123. The resulting analog
signal is supplied to "transmit chain" 130 of RF transceiv-
er integrated circuit 102. Baseband filter 124 filters out
noise introduced by the digital-to-analog conversion
process. Mixer block 125 then up-converts the signal into
a high frequency signal. Driver amplifier 126 and an ex-
ternal power amplifier 127 amplify the high frequency sig-
nal to drive antenna 101 so that a high frequency RF
signal 128 is transmitted from antenna 101. Processor
114 tunes the transmit chain 130 by setting values on
conductors 129 that in turn control local oscillator 131.
[0024] FIG. 7 is a more detailed block diagram of local
oscillator 113 of the receive portion of RF transceiver
integrated circuit 102 of FIG. 6. Local oscillator 113 in-
cludes a source 200 of a stable reference clock signal
XO, a Programmable Comparison Reference Clock Sig-
nal Generator (PCRCSG) 201, and a Phase-Locked
Loop (PLL) circuit 202. Source 200 may be a crystal os-
cillator that is located in part on RF transceiver integrated
circuit 103. Source 200 may also be another source from
which the reference clock signal XO is received. In an-
other example, source 200 is a conductor or conductors
across which the reference clock signal XO is received.
[0025] Phase-locked loop circuit 202 is a phase-locked
loop circuit that is operable either as a fractional-N phase-
locked loop in a fractional-N mode, or as an integer-N
phase-locked loop in an integer-N mode. Phase-locked
loop circuit 202 includes a phase detector 203, a charge
pump 204, a loop filter 205, a Voltage Controlled Oscil-
lator (VCO) 206, a loop divider 207, and a delta-sigma
modulator control circuit 208. Loop divider 207 receives
the local oscillator output signal LO from the output of
VCO 206 and frequency divides the LO signal by a divi-
sor. The divisor is determined by a multi-bit digital value
on conductors 209. The resulting frequency divided feed-
back signal 214 is supplied via conductor or conductors
210 to a second input 211 of phase detector 203. A com-
parison reference clock signal 212 output from PCRCSG
201 is supplied onto the first input 213 of phase detector
203. When PLL 202 is in lock, VCO 206 is controlled by
a steering signal 218 such that the frequency and phase
of the feedback signal 214 matches the frequency and
phase of the comparison reference clock signal 212.
[0026] If PLL 202 is operating in its fractional-N mode,
then delta-sigma modulator circuit 208 varies the multi-
bit digital value on conductors 209 such that the divisor
by which loop divider 207 divides is changed over time
such that the average divisor is a fractional value. Any
suitable sigma-delta modulator circuit or scheme known
in the art can be employed. The fractional value is set by
a multi-bit frequency control word received via conduc-
tors 215. Conductors 215 are some of the conductors
121 of FIG. 5 and 6. Processor 114 can set this frequency
control word by setting the value on conductors 121 as
described above.
[0027] If, however, PLL 202 is operating in its integer-
N mode, then delta-sigma modulator circuit 208 does not
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vary the value on conductors 209 in a delta-sigma mod-
ulated fashion but rather the value on conductors 209 is
a fixed integer value. In one example, the fixed integer
value is the value of the frequency control word on con-
ductors 215. PLL 202 operates as an integer-N phase-
locked loop, rather than as a fractional-N phase-locked
loop. Whether PLL 202 operates as a fractional-N phase-
locked loop or as an integer-N phase-locked loop is de-
termined by the value of a digital FRAC/INT signal on
conductor 216.
[0028] PCRCSG 201 is controllable to supply the com-
parison reference clock signal 212 to be of the same fre-
quency as the reference clock signal XO, or to be of a
related frequency. In the present example, PCRCSG 201
receives the reference clock signal XO of frequency 19.2
MHz, and outputs the comparison reference clock signal
212 of a frequency that is selectable to be one of: 19.2
MHz, 16.8 MHz, and 21.6 MHz. The particular frequency
selected is determined by the multi-bit digital value
PLL_CONTROL[0:2] received on conductors 217. The
most significant bit PLL_CONTROL[3] is the FRAC/INT
value supplied via conductor 216 to delta-sigma modu-
lator circuit 208.
[0029] FIG. 8 is a table that illustrates a way that the
value PLL_CONTROL[0:2] is determined in one embod-
iment. The PLL_CONTROL[0:2] value is an output value
of a lookup function. The input values of the lookup func-
tion in this case include total receive power information,
information on whether the carrier signal-to-noise ratio
(C/N) is below a predetermined threshold, information on
whether a jammer is detected, and transmit channel in-
formation. The output of the lookup function, the
PLL_CONTROL[0:2] output value, determines whether
PLL 202 operates as a fractional-N PLL or as an integer-
N PLL, and also determines the frequency of the com-
parison reference clock signal 212.
[0030] FIG. 9 is a diagram that illustrates a potential
reciprocal mixing problem attendant in local oscillators
involving fractional-N phase-locked loops such as the
fractional-N PLL of FIG. 2. When the delta-sigma mod-
ulator of the PLL changes the divisor value supplied to
the loop divider, there is change in the steering signal
supplied to the Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO). The
result is a change in phase of the LO signal as output by
the VCO. Such LO phase changes occur at the compar-
ison reference clock signal frequency and manifests
themselves in the frequency domain as undesirable har-
monic frequency components of the LO signal referred
to here as "spurs" or "reference spurs." These reference
spurs are produced in addition to the desired principal
frequency component of the LO signal. One such refer-
ence spur is represented in FIG. 9 by reference numeral
300.
[0031] The LO signal is represented in FIG. 9 by ref-
erence numeral 301. The skirts of the LO signal 301 in
the illustration represent phase noise. Block 302 in FIG.
9 represents an incoming wideband high frequency "de-
sired signal" that is to be downconverted by the mixer of

the receive chain to baseband. The frequency of the de-
sired component of LO signal 301 is set such that the
mixer downconverts the desired signal 302 to baseband
at zero hertz. The resulting downconverted desired signal
is illustrated by the block 303 in the lower portion of FIG. 9.
[0032] If the "reference spur" 300 due to fractional-N
PLL operation has a proper frequency relationship with
respect to another jammer signal 305, then it is possible
that the mixer of the receiver will also reciprocally mix
the reference spur 300 and the jammer 305 such that the
jammer is downconverted in the frequency domain onto
the downconverted version of the desired signal 303 at
zero hertz, thereby obscuring the downconverted version
of the signal 303. Block 304 in the lower portion of FIG.
9 illustrates a downconverted version of jammer 305. The
downconverted jammer 304 is undesirable and obscures
the downconverted version 303 of the desired signal.
[0033] In operation, the transmitter of mobile commu-
nication device 100 (FIG. 5) may be transmitting at the
same time that the receiver of mobile communication de-
vice 100 is receiving. The transceiver of mobile commu-
nication device 100 is a full-duplex transceiver. Due to
the strong transmission being output by the transmitter
onto antenna 101 and due to the close proximity of the
transmitter circuitry to the receiver circuitry within the mo-
bile communication device 100, the transmitter signal
may "leak" back into the receiver. Block 305 in the upper
portion of FIG. 9 represents such transmitter leakage. As
the transmit channel used by the transmitter is changed
from one transmit channel to another transmit channel
within a band, the frequency of the transmitter leakage
also changes. When the frequency relationship between
the transmitter leakage and the reference spur 300 is
correct, the transmitter leakage is downconverted by re-
ciprocal mixing as illustrated in FIG. 9. This is undesira-
ble.
[0034] FIGS. 10 and 11 are charts that illustrate how
the system of FIGS. 5-7 avoids this reference spur recip-
rocal mixing problem. In FIG. 10, five spurs 400-404 are
illustrated. Some of these reference spurs may be gen-
erated by the changing of the steering signal supplied to
the VCO 206 as described above, whereas others of the
spurs may be generated by other complex mechanisms.
[0035] As the legend of FIG. 10 indicates, the spurs
illustrated would be present in the PLL of FIG. 7 if the
comparison reference clock signal frequency were 19.2
MHz. Below the chart and extending in the horizontal
direction are indicated four transmit channels. The four
transmit channels have center frequencies of 1719 MHz,
1728 MHz, 1742 MHz, and 1748 MHz. When the trans-
mitter is transmitting in one frequency band, the trans-
mitter is made to transmit in a selected one of these trans-
mit channels. Over time, the transmit channel used within
the frequency band is made to change in accordance
with known protocols employed.
[0036] Note that in the example of FIG. 10, reference
spur 401 happens to overlap in frequency with the se-
lected transmit channel 405. Transmit channel 405 is the
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transmit channel that the transmitter is to be using in this
example. This situation may give rise to transmitter leak-
age and a reciprocal mixing problem with reference spur
401 as described above in connection with FIG. 9.
[0037] FIG. 11 illustrates an alternative situation in
which the frequency of the comparison reference clock
signal is 16.8 MHz, rather than 19.2 MHz. Note that due
to the different frequency of the comparison reference
clock signal, the spurs 401-404 are shifted down in fre-
quency as compared to the location of the spurs 401-404
in FIG. 10. In FIG. 11, reference spur 401 does not over-
lap the selected transmit channel 405 in frequency as it
did in FIG. 10. The potential reference spur reciprocal
mixing problem of FIG. 10 is therefore avoided.
[0038] In a first aspect, reference spur reciprocal mix-
ing problems such as the problem of FIG. 10 are avoided
by studying the location and strengths of spurs given a
selected transmit channel and a given comparison ref-
erence clock signal frequency. The analysis of spurs is
made for each one of the selectable comparison refer-
ence clock signal frequencies (for example, 19.2 MHz,
16.8 MHz, or 21.6 MHz). For each possible selected
transmit channel frequency, the frequency of the com-
parison reference clock signal is determined that results
in minimal reciprocal mixing with known jammers and
other harmful mechanisms that result in unwanted sig-
nals being downconverted to baseband. As the mobile
communication device 100 of FIGS. 5-7 operates and as
the transmit channel is changed, the frequency of the
comparison reference clock signal 212 is dynamically
changed as a function of transmit channel so that the
selected frequency of the comparison reference clock
signal 212 is such that the undesired reciprocal mixing
(such as reciprocal mixing with transmit leakage) is min-
imized.
[0039] The PLL control lookup function illustrated in
FIG. 8 determines the comparison reference clock signal
frequency. Use of the PLL control lookup function in-
volves use of the table 132 of FIG. 8 that is stored in
memory 116 as illustrated in FIG. 5. The selected transmit
channel (for example, 1719 MHz, 1728 MHz, 1742 MHz,
and 1748 MHz) is known to processor 114 because the
transmit channel assignment is communicated from the
base station to the mobile communication device 100 as
part of standard handshaking. Processor 114 uses the
selected transmit channel information to consult the
lookup table of FIG. 8 and to determine from the transmit
channel information what the PLL_CONTROL[0:2] out-
put value should be. As indicated in the fifth row of value
in the table, if the transmit channel center frequency is
1728 MHz (and TOTAL RECEIVE POWER is greater
than a predetermined threshold amount of-90 dBm), then
the PLL_CONTROL[0:2] value is [101]. The value [101]
sets PLL 202 of FIG. 7 in the fractional-N mode and caus-
es PCRCSG 201 to output the comparison reference
clock signal at 16.8 MHz, rather than 19.2 MHz. The "X"
entries in the "C/N BELOW THRESH ?" column and in
the "JAMMER DETECTED AT RX FREQ ?" column of

FIG. 8 indicate "don’t cares." The more desirable situation
of FIG. 11 is therefore created for operation in the select-
ed transmit channel of 1728 MHz, as opposed to the less
desirable situation of FIG. 10.
[0040] FIG. 12 illustrates a Probability Density Func-
tion (PDF) distribution curve as a function of total receive
power. At higher total receive powers, the receiver of
mobile communication device 100 is less susceptible to
reference spurs, but is more susceptible to in-band phase
noise. At lower powers, the receiver is more susceptible
to reference spurs, but is less susceptible to in-band
phase noise.
[0041] FIG. 13 illustrates a second aspect. It is recog-
nized that at low receive power desirable quality of a frac-
tional-N PLL generating low phase noise is typically not
needed in the receiver because the signal-to-noise of the
receiver is limited by thermal noise. At low receive pow-
ers, thermal noise is of higher magnitude that phase noise
generated by the PLL. On the other hand, it is also rec-
ognized than at higher receive powers the low in-band
phase noise characteristic of a fractional-N PLL is typi-
cally needed in the receiver to support high data rates.
Accordingly, PLL 202 of FIGS. 3-5 is made to be a con-
figurable PLL that is operable in a selectable one of a
fractional-N mode and an integer-N mode. At total re-
ceive power levels below a predetermined threshold 136
(for example, below -90 dBm), PLL 202 is configured in
the integer-N mode because receiver operation is sus-
ceptible to jamming from the reference spurs generated
by a fractional-N PLL and because the receiver’s signal-
to-noise ratio is limited by thermal noise. At higher total
receive powers above the threshold 136 (for example,
above -90 dBm), however, PLL 202 is configured as a
fractional-N PLL to take advantage of a fractional-N PLL
generating less phase noise than an integer-N PLL. Tog-
gling the configuration of PLL 202 between the fractional-
N mode and the integer-N mode may perturb the LO fre-
quency output by the PLL in an undesirable fashion. Dis-
turbing receiver PLL operation too much in too small of
an amount of time may cause problems. For example, a
cellular telephone call involving the receiver may be
dropped if the LO frequency is not adequately stable. In
one aspect, the changing of modes of PLL 202 is limited
to occur in a fashion that prevents the unwanted conse-
quence of too rapid changing of modes. In the present
example, processor 114 uses a timer (not shown) to limit
the rate of PLL configuration changes such that the con-
figuration is not toggled between fractional-N mode and
integer-N mode at more than a predetermined maximum
rate (for example, at most once each five second period).
[0042] FIG. 8 also illustrates how total receive power
is used as an input value to the PLL control lookup func-
tion. As indicated by the upper row of values in the table
of FIG. 8, if total receive power is less than -90 dBm then
PLL 202 of FIG. 7 is configured as an integer-N PLL. The
"TRANSMIT CHANNEL CENTER FREQUENCY" input
value, the "JAMMER DETECTED AT RX FREQ ?" input
value, and the "C/N BELOW THRESH ?" input value are
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"don’t cares." If, however, the total receive power input
value to the lookup function indicates a total receive pow-
er greater than -90 dBm, then PLL 202 of FIG. 7 is con-
figured as a fractional-N PLL. An Automatic Gain Cor-
rection (AGC) block 133 in the receive channel path with-
in digital baseband integrated circuit 103 measures total
receive power and provides a multi-bit digital value indic-
ative of the measured total receive power. Processor 114
reads this multi-bit digital value power across local bus
117 from AGC 133 and then uses the total receive power
value as an input value to the PLL control lookup function.
[0043] FIG. 8 also illustrates a third aspect. RF trans-
ceiver integrated circuit 102 includes a jammer detector
circuit 134. In one specific example, if jammer detector
circuit 134 detects a jammer, then jammer detector circuit
134 send an interrupt signal to processor 114 via con-
ductors 135, serial bus interface 120, serial bus 119, se-
rial bus interface 118, and local bus 117. The interrupt
signal may, for example, be received by an interrupt con-
troller (not shown) that in turn supplies an interrupt signal
to processor 114. Upon receiving the interrupt signal,
processor 144 executes an interrupt service routine. The
interrupt service routine causes processor 114 to read a
multi-bit digital value in a register in jammer detector cir-
cuit 134. The multi-bit digital value indicates the frequen-
cy of the detected jammer as well as an indication of the
strength of the detected jammer.
[0044] In the third aspect, this jammer detect informa-
tion is used as an input value to the PLL control lookup
function. If a jammer is detected adequately close to the
allocated receive channel frequency and if the jammer
detected is determined to be of adequate signal strength,
then processor 114 determines that the "JAMMER DE-
TECTED AT RX FREQ ?" value is "YES", otherwise proc-
essor 114 determines that the "JAMMER DETECTED
AT RX FREQ ?" value is "NO." FIG. 8 illustrates how, in
certain circumstances, the comparison reference clock
frequency is determined by the "JAMMER DETECTED
AT RX FREQ ?" input value and the "C/N BELOW
THRESH ?" input value. As indicated in the second row
of values of FIG. 8, if no jammer is detected and the
assigned transmit channel is 1719 MHz, then the com-
parison reference clock signal has a frequency of 19.2
MHz. If, however, a jammer is detected (as indicated by
the "JAMMER DETECTED AT RX FREQ ?" input value
being "YES") and the assigned transmit channel is the
same 1719 MHz, then the comparison reference clock
signal has a frequency that depends on the "C/N BELOW
THRESH ?" input value. The mechanisms giving rise to
the jammer may not be known and the consequences of
the jammer may not be fully anticipatable. Accordingly,
in the present example, if the signal-to-noise ratio of the
carrier signal (C/N) is not below a predetermined thresh-
old, then it is determined that receiver operation is not
adequately compromised to warrant changing the com-
parison reference clock signal frequency from the stand-
ard 19.2 MHz. Note that in the third row of values in the
table of FIG. 6 the "COMP. REF. CLOCK FREQ" value

is 19.2 MHz. If, however, the signal-to-noise ratio of the
carrier signal (C/N) is below the predetermined threshold,
then it is determined that circumstances warrant using a
comparison reference clock signal frequency other than
19.2 MHz. Note that in the fourth row of values of FIG. 6
the "COMP. REF. CLOCK FREQ" value is 16.8 MHz. In
one example, after the receiver has operated for a time
with the comparison reference clock signal frequency be-
ing 16.8 MHz, processor 114 reads jammer detector 134
again to determine if the originally detected jammer has
been reduced in magnitude. Processor 114 also deter-
mines the magnitude of the carrier signal-to-noise ratio
(C/N). If the use of the 16.8 MHz comparison reference
clock signal frequency resulted in better receiver opera-
tion than previous use of a 19.2 MHz comparison refer-
ence clock signal frequency, then in the future when the
1719 MHz transmit channel is used the 16.8 MHz com-
parison reference clock signal frequency will be used.
Otherwise, if the use of the 16.8 MHz comparison refer-
ence clock signal frequency did not result in better re-
ceiver operation, then in the future when the 1719 MHz
transmit channel is used the 19.2 MHz comparison ref-
erence clock signal frequency will be sued. Accordingly,
receiver operation is assessed using two or more differ-
ent comparison reference clock signal frequencies under
the same transmit channel assignment condition. The
resulting receiver operation assessments are then com-
pared used to determine which comparison reference
clocks signal frequency will be used in certain circum-
stances in the future.
[0045] FIG. 14 is a simplified flowchart of a method 500
in accordance with the first aspect. In step 501, the fre-
quency of a comparison reference clock signal supplied
to a PLL is determined based at least in part on transmit
channel information. The PLL supplies a local oscillator
signal to a mixer of a receiver. In one example of the
method, the transmit channel information is a channel
assignment (channel assignment information) received
onto mobile communication device 100 of FIG. 5 from a
base station. The transmit channel assignment informa-
tion may identify a transmit channel without identifying a
receiver channel. Alternatively, the transmit channel as-
signment may identify both a transmit channel and a re-
ceive channel. The comparison reference clock signal is
comparison reference clock signal 212 of FIG. 7. The
determining of step 501 involves consulting the PLL con-
trol value lookup function (represented by the table of
FIG. 8) and selecting a PLL control value.
[0046] FIG. 15 is a simplified flowchart of a method 600
in accordance with the second aspect. In step 601, a
mode of operation of a PLL is changed from a fractional-
N mode to an integer-N mode based at least in part on
receive power information. The PLL supplies a local os-
cillator signal to a mixer of a receiver. In one example of
the method, receive power information is received from
AGC block 133 of the digital baseband integrated circuit
103 of FIG. 5. The receive power information may be a
total receive power value.
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[0047] FIG. 16 is a simplified flowchart of a method 700
in accordance with the third aspect. In step 701, a jammer
is detected. In step 702, a frequency of a comparison
reference clock signal supplied to a PLL is determined
based at least in part on the detecting of the jammer in
step 701. The PLL supplies a local oscillator signal to a
mixer of a receiver. In one example of the method, the
jammer is detected by jammer detector circuit 134 of
FIGS. 5 and 6. The determining of step 701 involves con-
sulting the PLL control value lookup function represented
by the table of FIG. 8 and selecting a PLL control value.
[0048] FIG. 17 is a circuit diagram of one example of
a Programmable Comparison Reference Clock Signal
Generator (PCRCSG) 800. In one embodiment of the
local oscillator of FIG. 7, the PCRCSG 800 of FIG. 17 is
a more detailed diagram of a PCRCSG of FIG. 7. PCRC-
SG 800 includes a programmable divider 803, a Delay-
Locked Lop (DLL) 801 and a programmable edge com-
bining and dividing network 802. Programmable divider
803 receives the incoming clock signal XO and outputs
signal XOI onto node 812. Signal XOI is either a buffered
version of the incoming signal XO or is the XO signal
divided down in frequency by two. Whether programma-
ble divider 803 frequency divides by two or does not fre-
quency divide is determined by the digital control value
on control lines 217A.
[0049] DLL 801 includes, in this particular example,
fourteen programmable delay elements 804-808 (only
four of the fourteen delay elements are illustrated), a
phase-frequency detector and charge pump portion
(PFD/CP) 809, and a smoothing capacitor 810. Each pro-
grammable delay element provides a programmable
even number of CMOS inverters in the signal path
through the programmable delay element. The even
number may, for example, be two, four, or six as deter-
mined by digital control values on control lines 217A. DLL
801 operates such that the total series propagation delay
through the programmable delay elements 804-808 is
locked to be one period of the incoming signal XOI on
node 812. Within each programmable delay element, one
or more of the inverters includes a P-channel head switch
in addition to the P-channel and N-channel transistors of
an ordinary CMOS inverter. The head switch is disposed
in the supply voltage current path into the source of the
P-channel transistor of the CMOS inverter. The conduc-
tor 811 supplies the VTUNE voltage onto the gates of
the P-channel head switches to control the delays
through the programmable delay elements 804-808. Be-
cause the delays through the programmable delay ele-
ments 804-808 are identical, the rising and falling edges
of the incoming signal XOI on node 812 are delayed by
one fourteenth, one twelfth, or one eights of the period
of XOI by delay element 804 (signal D1), are delayed by
two fourteenths, two twelfths, or two eights of the period
of XOI by delay elements 804 and 805 (signal D2), are
delayed by three fourteenths, three twelfths, or three
eights of the period of XOI by delay elements 804, 805
and 806 (signal D3), and so forth. If block 802 is frequency

multiplying by three then there are twelve programmable
delay elements in the signal path of signal XOI back to
PFD/CP 809; whereas if block 802 is frequency multiply-
ing by four then there are eight programmable delay el-
ements in the signal path of signal XOI back to PFD/CP
809; whereas if block 802 is frequency multiplying by
seven then there are fourteen programmable delay ele-
ments in the signal path of signal XOI back to PFD/CP
809.
[0050] Programmable edge combining and dividing
network 802 includes an amount of combinatorial logic
that combines signal XOI and the delay signals D1-D14
such that the comparison output reference clock signal
212 has a selectable frequency. The frequency of output
reference clock signal 212 is equal to one of the following:
1) the frequency of the incoming XOI signal, 2) three
times the frequency of the XOI signal, 3) four times the
frequency of the XOI signal, or 4) seven times the fre-
quency of the XOI signal. Three combinatorial logic equa-
tions for generating signal 212 from the signals XOI and
D1-D14 are set forth in FIG. 17. The programmable edge
combining and dividing network 802 also includes a di-
vide-by-two circuit and a divide-by-four circuit that can,
depending on the configuration of network 802, frequen-
cy divide the output of the combinatorial logic.
[0051] In one configuration, PCRCSG 800 outputs sig-
nal 212 having a frequency of one quarter the frequency
of incoming signal XO. To do this, programmable divider
803 frequency divides XO by two, and programmable
edge combining and dividing network frequency 802 di-
vides XOI by two.
[0052] In another configuration, PCRCSG 800 outputs
signal 212 having a frequency of one half the frequency
of incoming signal XO. To do this, programmable divider
803 frequency divides XO by two, and programmable
edge combining and dividing network 802 outputs signal
XOI in unchanged form.
[0053] In another configuration, PCRCSG 800 outputs
signal 212 having a frequency of the frequency of incom-
ing signal XO. To do this, programmable divider 803 does
not frequency divide, and programmable edge combining
and dividing network 802 outputs signal XOI in un-
changed form.
[0054] In another configuration, PCRCSG 800 outputs
signal 212 having a frequency equal to 1.5 times the fre-
quency of incoming signal XO. To do this, programmable
divider 803 does not frequency divide, the combinatorial
edge combining logic of programmable edge combining
and dividing network 802 generates a signal having a
frequency of three times the frequency of XOI, and the
divide-by-two circuit in the programmable edge combin-
ing and dividing network 802 frequency divides this signal
by two to generate the signal 212.
[0055] In another configuration, PCRCSG 800 outputs
signal 212 having a frequency equal to 1.75 times the
frequency of incoming signal XO. To do this, program-
mable divider 803 frequency divides by two, the combi-
natorial edge combining logic of programmable edge
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combining and dividing network 802 generates a signal
having a frequency of seven times the frequency of XOI,
and the divide-by-two circuit in the programmable edge
combining and dividing network 802 frequency divides
the output of the combinatorial logic by two to generate
the signal 212.
[0056] In another configuration, PCRCSG 800 outputs
signal 212 having a frequency equal to 3.0 times the fre-
quency of incoming signal XO. To do this, programmable
divider 803 does not frequency divide, the combinatorial
edge combining logic of programmable edge combining
and dividing network 802 generates a signal having a
frequency of three times the frequency of XOI and outputs
this signal as signal 212.
[0057] In another configuration, PCRCSG 800 outputs
signal 212 having a frequency equal to 3.5 times the fre-
quency of incoming signal XO. To do this, programmable
divider 803 frequency divides by two, and the combina-
torial edge combining logic of programmable edge com-
bining and dividing network 802 generates a signal hav-
ing a frequency of seven times the frequency of XOI,
thereby generating the signal 212.
[0058] In another configuration, PCRCSG 800 outputs
signal 212 having a frequency equal to 4.0 times the fre-
quency of incoming signal XO. To do this, programmable
divider 803 does not frequency divide, the combinatorial
edge combining logic of programmable edge combining
and dividing network 802 generates a signal having a
frequency of four times the frequency of XOI and this
resulting signal is output as signal 212.
[0059] The configuration of PCRCSG 800 is deter-
mined by multi-bit digital control value PLL_CONTROL
on conductors 217. The number of inverters (two, four or
six) in the signal paths through each delay element is
each configuration is determined by the PLL control
lookup table or function such that the tuning range of the
DLL 801 for the particular operating conditions is opti-
mized.
[0060] The techniques described herein may be imple-
mented by various means. For example, these tech-
niques may be implemented in hardware, firmware, soft-
ware, or a combination thereof. For a hardware imple-
mentation, the processing units used to perform the tech-
niques at an entity (e.g., in a mobile communication de-
vice) may be implemented within one or more Application
Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs), Digital Signal Proc-
essors (DSPs), Digital Signal Processing Devices
(DSPDs), Programmable Logic Devices (PLDs), Field
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), processors, con-
trollers, micro-controllers, microprocessors, electronic
devices, other electronic units designed to perform the
functions described herein, a computer, or a combination
thereof. For a firmware and/or software implementation,
the techniques may be implemented with code (e.g., pro-
grams, routines, procedures, modules, functions, in-
structions, etc.) that performs the functions described
herein. In general, any computer/processor-readable
medium tangibly embodying firmware and/or software

code may be used in implementing the techniques de-
scribed herein. For example, the firmware and/or soft-
ware code may be stored in a memory (e.g., memory 116
of FIG. 5) and executed by a processor (e.g., processor
114 of FIG. 5). The memory may be implemented within
the processor or may be external to the processor. The
firmware and/or software code may also be stored in a
computer/processor-readable medium such as Random
Access Memory (RAM), Read-Only Memory (ROM),
NonVolatile Random Access Memory (NVRAM), Pro-
grammable Read-Only Memory (PROM), Electrically
Erasable PROM (EEPROM), FLASH memory, floppy
disk, Compact Disc (CD), Digital Versatile Disc (DVD),
magnetic or optical data storage device, etc. The code
may be executable by one or more computers/proces-
sors and may cause the computer/processor(s) to per-
form certain aspects of the functionality described herein.

Claims

1. A method comprising:

generating at a local oscillator of a receiver of a
transceiver a comparison reference clock signal
(212) having a first frequency;
providing the comparison reference clock signal
(212) to a Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) (202) con-
figured to provide a local oscillator signal to a
mixer (109) of said receiver;
in response to detecting a jammer being re-
ceived by the receiver, changing the first fre-
quency of the comparison reference clock signal
to a second frequency,
characterised in that
after the receiver has operated for a time period
using the comparison reference clock signal
(212) at the second frequency, if the originally
detected jammer has not been reduced in mag-
nitude, returning the comparison reference
clock signal (212) to the first frequency.

2. The method of Claim 1, further comprising detecting
the jammer by determining that the first frequency
has a predetermined frequency relationship with a
spur associated with the transmit signal of said tran-
ceiver.

3. The method of Claim 2, wherein the predetermined
frequency relationship comprises a frequency over-
lap associated with respective power spectral den-
sities of the comparison reference clock signal and
the spur.

4. The method of Claim 1, wherein the transceiver (102)
transmits a transmit signal and the transmit signal
includes transmit channel information, the transmit
channel information indicating one or more of a
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transmit channel associated with the transmit signal,
channel assignment information identifying the
transmit channel, and channel assignment informa-
tion that identifies the transmit channel and a receive
channel.

5. The method of Claim 1, further comprising determin-
ing a plurality of frequencies of the comparison ref-
erence clock signal each corresponding to a respec-
tive transmit channel of a plurality of transmit chan-
nels of a transmit band.

6. The method of Claim 5, wherein the transceiver (102)
transmits a transmit signal, the method further com-
prising:

changing the transmit signal from a first transmit
channel of the plurality of transmit channels to
a second transmit channel of the plurality of
transmit channels; and
changing the comparison reference clock signal
from the second frequency to a third frequency,
the third frequency associated with the second
transmit channel.

7. The method of Claim 6, wherein the second frequen-
cy is associated with a frequency overlap with the
second transmit channel, and wherein the third fre-
quency is not associated with a frequency overlap
with the second transmit channel.

8. The method of Claim 1, further comprising accessing
a lookup table to determine the second frequency.

9. The method of Claim 8, wherein the lookup table
includes PLL control information.

10. The method of Claim 8, further comprising receiving
a receive signal identifying transmit channel infor-
mation, wherein the lookup table is accessed in re-
sponse to receiving the receive signal.

11. The method of Claim 1, wherein the comparison ref-
erence clock signal has the first frequency for a first
amount of time when a transmitter is transmitting in
a first transmit channel of a transmit band, and
wherein the comparison reference clock signal has
the second frequency for a second amount of time
when the transmitter is transmitting in a second
transmit channel of the transmit band.

12. The method of Claim 1, further comprising selecting
between a fractional-N mode of the PLL and an in-
teger-N mode of the PLL; and preferably
a loolcup table based on transmit channel informa-
tion to output PLL control information,
further comprising accessing a lookup table based
on transmit channel information to output PLL control

information, wherein the PLL control information de-
termines whether the PLL operates according to the
fractional-N mode or according to the integer-N
mode.

13. The method of Claim 1, further comprising generat-
ing a reference clock signal at a crystal oscillator,
wherein the comparison reference clock signal is
generated based on the reference clock signal.

14. A computer program product, comprising:

computer-readable medium comprising:

code for causing a computer to carry out the
method of any of claims 1-13.

15. An apparatus comprising:

a transceiver comprising
a receiver comprising
means for generating a comparison reference
clock signal (212) having a first frequency;
a Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) (202) configured to
provide a local oscillator signal to a mixer (109)
with said reference clock signal (212) as a ref-
erence signal;
means for detecting a jammer being received
by the receiver;
means for, in response to detection of said jam-
mer, changing the first frequency of the compar-
ison reference clock signal to a second frequen-
cy,
characterised in that
said means for changing the first frequency of
the comparison reference clock signal to a sec-
ond frequency are further configured to, after
the receiver has operated for a time period using
the comparison reference clock signal (212) at
the second frequency, if the originally detected
jammer has not been reduced in magnitude, re-
turning the comparison reference clock signal
(212) to the first frequency.

Patentansprüche

1. Ein Verfahren, das Folgendes aufweist:

Erzeugen, an einem Lokaloszillator eines Emp-
fängers eines Transceivers, eines Vergleichs-
referenztaktsignals (212), das eine erste Fre-
quenz hat;
Liefern des Vergleichsreferenztaktsignals (212)
an einen Phasenregelkreis bzw. PLL (PLL =
Phase-Locked Loop) (202), der konfiguriert ist,
um ein Lokaloszillatorsignal an ein Mischele-
ment (109) des Empfängers zu liefern;
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ansprechend auf Detektieren eines Jammers
bzw. Störers, der von dem Empfänger empfan-
gen wird, Ändern der ersten Frequenz des Ver-
gleichsrefe-renztaktsignals auf eine zweite Fre-
quenz,
dadurch gekennzeichnet dass
nachdem der Empfänger für eine Zeitperiode
unter Verwendung des Vergleichsreferenztakt-
signals (212) mit der zweiten Frequenz gearbei-
tet hat, Zu-rückbringen, wenn der ursprünglich
detektierte Störer nicht in seiner Größe bzw.
Stärke verringert worden ist, des Vergleichsre-
ferenztaktsignals (212) auf die erste Frequenz.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, das weiter Detektieren
des Störsenders durch Bestimmen aufweist, dass
die erste Frequenz eine vorbestimmte Frequenzbe-
ziehung mit einem Spur bzw. einer Störung hat, der
bzw. die mit dem Sendesignal des Transceivers as-
soziiert ist.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei die vorbestimmte
Frequenzbeziehung eine Frequenzüberlappung
aufweist, die mit den entsprechenden Leistungs-
spektraldichten des Vergleichsreferenztaktsignals
und der Störung assoziiert ist.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Transceiver
(102) ein Sendesignal sendet und das Sendesignal
Sendekanalinformation beinhaltet, wobei die Sen-
dekanalinformation einen Sendekanal, der mit dem
Sendesignal assoziiert ist und/oder Kanalzuwei-
sungsinformation, die den Sendekanal identifiziert
und/oder Kanalzuweisungsinformation, die den
Sendekanal und einen Empfangskanal identifiziert,
beinhaltet.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, das weiter Bestimmen
einer Vielzahl von Frequenzen des Vergleichsrefe-
renztaktsignals aufweist, wobei jede einem entspre-
chenden Sendekanal einer Vielzahl von Sendeka-
nälen eines Sendebandes entspricht.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5, wobei der Transceiver
(102) ein Sendesignal sendet, wobei das Verfahren
weiter Folgendes aufweist:

Ändern bzw. Wechseln des Sendesignals von
einem ersten Sendekanal der Vielzahl von Sen-
dekanälen zu einem zweiten Sendekanal der
Vielzahl von Sendekanälen; und
Ändern bzw. Wechseln des Vergleichsreferenz-
taktsignals von der zweiten Frequenz zu einer
dritten Frequenz, wobei die dritte Frequenz mit
dem zweiten Sendekanal assoziiert ist.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, wobei die zweite Fre-
quenz mit einer Frequenz-überlappung mit dem

zweiten Sendekanal assoziiert ist und wobei die drit-
te Frequenz nicht mit einer Frequenzüberlappung
mit dem zweiten Sendekanal assoziiert ist.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, das weiter Zugreifen
auf eine Nachschlagetabelle aufweist, um die zweite
Frequenz zu bestimmen.

9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 8, wobei die Nachschla-
getabelle PLL-Steuerinformation aufweist.

10. Verfahren nach Anspruch 8, das weiter Empfangen
eines Empfangssignals aufweist, das Sendekanal-
information identifiziert, wobei ansprechend auf das
Empfangen des Empfangssignals auf die Nach-
schlagetabelle zugegriffen wird.

11. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Vergleichs-
referenztaktsignal die erste Frequenz für eine erste
Zeitdauer hat, wenn ein Sender in einem ersten Sen-
dekanal eines Sendebandes sendet, und wobei das
Vergleichsreferenztaktsignal die zweite Frequenz
für eine zweite Zeitdauer hat, wenn der Sender in
einem zweiten Sendekanal des Sendebandes sen-
det.

12. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, das weiter Auswählen
zwischen einem Modus mit Bruchzahl-N bzw. frak-
tionalem N des PLL und einem Modus mit ganzzah-
ligem N des PLL aufweist; und vorzusgweise
eine Nachschlagetabelle basierend auf Sendeka-
nalinformation zum Ausgeben der PLL-Steuerinfor-
mation,
das weiter Zugreifen auf eine Nachschlagetabelle
basierend auf Sendekanal-information aufweist, um
PLL-Steuerinformation auszugeben, wobei die PLL-
Steuerinformation bestimmt, ob der PLL gemäß dem
Modus mit Bruchzahl-N oder gemäß dem Modus mit
ganzzahligem N arbeitet.

13. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, das weiter Erzeugen
eines Referenztaktsignals an einem Quarzoszillator
aufweist, wobei das Vergleichsreferenztaktsignal
basierend auf dem Referenztaktsignal erzeugt wird.

14. Ein Computerprogrammprodukt, das Folgendes
aufweist:

ein computerlesbares Medium, das Folgendes
aufweist:

Code, um einen Computer zu veranlassen,
das Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche
1-13 auszuführen.

15. Eine Vorrichtung, die Folgendes aufweist:

einen Transceiver, der Folgendes aufweist
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einen Empfänger, der Folgendes aufweist
Mittel zum Erzeugen eines Vergleichsreferenz-
taktsignals (212) mit einer ersten Frequenz;
einen Phasenregelkreis bzw. PLL (PLL = Pha-
se-Locked Loop) (202), der konfiguriert ist, um
ein Lokaloszillatorsignal an ein Mischelement
(109) mit dem Referenztaktsignal (212) als ein
Referenzsignal zu liefern;
Mittel zum Detektieren eines Jammers bzw. Stö-
rers, der von dem Empfänger empfangen wird;
Mittel zum Wechseln bzw. Ändern, anspre-
chend auf die Detektion des Störers, der ersten
Frequenz des Vergleichsreferenztaktsignals
auf eine zweite Frequenz,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Mittel zum Wechseln bzw. Ändern der ersten
Frequenz des Vergleichsre-ferenztaktsignals
auf eine zweite Frequenz weiter konfiguriert
sind, um,
nachdem der Empfänger für eine Zeitperiode
unter Verwendung des Ver-gleichsreferenztakt-
signals (212) auf der zweiten Frequenz gearbei-
tet hat, das Vergleichsreferenztaktsignal (212)
auf die erste Frequenz zurückzubringen,
wenn der ursprünglich detektierte Störsender in
seiner Größe bzw. Stärke nicht verringert wor-
den ist.

Revendications

1. Procédé comprenant :

générer au niveau d’un oscillateur local d’un ré-
cepteur d’un émetteur-récepteur, un signal
d’horloge de référence de comparaison (212)
ayant une première fréquence ;
fournir le signal d’horloge de référence de com-
paraison (212) à une boucle à verrouillage de
phase (PLL) (202) agencée pour fournir un si-
gnal d’oscillateur local à un mélangeur (109) du
récepteur ;
en réponse à la détection qu’un brouilleur est
reçu par le récepteur, changer la première fré-
quence du signal d’horloge de référence de
comparaison pour une deuxième fréquence,
caractérisé en ce que
après que le récepteur a fonctionné pendant une
période de temps en utilisant le signal d’horloge
de référence de comparaison (212) à la deuxiè-
me fréquence, si le brouilleur détecté à l’origine
n’a pas été réduit en amplitude, ramener le si-
gnal d’horloge de référence de comparaison
(212) à la première fréquence.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre la détection du brouilleur en déterminant que
la première fréquence a une relation de fréquence

prédéterminée avec un parasite associé au signal
d’émission de l’émetteur-récepteur.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 2, dans lequel la re-
lation de fréquence prédéterminée comprend un
chevauchement de fréquence associé à des densi-
tés spectrales de puissance respectives du signal
d’horloge de référence de comparaison et du para-
site.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’émet-
teur-récepteur (102) émet un signal d’émission et le
signal d’émission comprend des informations de ca-
nal émission, les informations de canal d’émission
indiquant un ou plusieurs éléments parmi un canal
d’émission associé au signal d’émission, des infor-
mations d’affectation de canal identifiant le canal
d’émission, et des informations d’affectation de ca-
nal qui identifie le canal d’émission et un canal de
réception.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre la détermination d’une pluralité de fréquences
du signal d’horloge de référence de comparaison
correspondant chacune à un canal d’émission res-
pectif d’une pluralité de canaux d’émission d’une
bande d’émission.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 5, dans lequel l’émet-
teur-récepteur (102) émet un signal d’émission, le
procédé comprenant en outre :

changer le signal d’émission d’un premier canal
d’émission de la pluralité de canaux d’émission
pour un deuxième canal d’émission de la plura-
lité de canaux d’émission ; et
changer le signal d’horloge de référence de
comparaison de la deuxième fréquence pour
une troisième fréquence, la troisième fréquence
étant associée au deuxième canal d’émission.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 6, dans lequel la
deuxième fréquence est associée à un chevauche-
ment de fréquence avec le deuxième canal d’émis-
sion, et dans lequel la troisième fréquence n’est pas
associée à un chevauchement de fréquence avec le
deuxième canal d’émission.

8. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre l’accès à une table de correspondance pour
déterminer la deuxième fréquence.

9. Procédé selon la revendication 8, dans lequel la ta-
ble de correspondance comprend des informations
de commande de PLL.

10. Procédé selon la revendication 8, comprenant en
outre la réception d’un signal de réception identifiant
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des informations de canal d’émission, dans lequel
la table de correspondance est accédée en réponse
à la réception du signal de réception.

11. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le si-
gnal d’horloge de référence de comparaison a la pre-
mière fréquence pendant un premier laps de temps
lorsqu’un émetteur émet dans un premier canal
d’émission d’une bande d’émission, et dans lequel
le signal d’horloge de référence de comparaison a
la deuxième fréquence pendant un deuxième laps
de temps lorsque l’émetteur émet dans un deuxième
canal d’émission de la bande d’émission.

12. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre la sélection entre un mode N-fractionnaire du
PLL et un mode N-entier du PLL ; et de préférence
une table de correspondance basée sur des infor-
mations de canal d’émission pour fournir des infor-
mations de commande de PLL,
comprenant en outre d’accéder à une table de cor-
respondance sur la base d’informations de canal
d’émission pour produire des informations de com-
mande de PLL, les informations de commande de
PLL déterminant si la PLL fonctionne selon le mode
N-fractionnaire ou selon le mode N-entier.

13. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre la génération d’un signal d’horloge de référen-
ce au niveau d’un oscillateur à cristal, dans lequel le
signal d’horloge de référence de comparaison est
généré sur la base du signal d’horloge de référence.

14. Produit programme d’ordinateur, comprenant :

un support lisible par un ordinateur
comprenant :

du code pour amener un ordinateur à réa-
liser le procédé de l’une quelconque des re-
vendications 1 à 13.

15. Appareil comprenant :

un émetteur-récepteur comprenant
un récepteur comprenant
des moyens pour générer un signal d’horloge
de référence de comparaison (212) ayant une
première fréquence ;
une boucle à verrouillage de phase (PLL) (202)
agencée pour fournir un signal d’oscillateur local
à un mélangeur (109) avec le signal d’horloge
de référence (212) comme signal de référence ;
des moyens pour détecter un brouilleur reçu par
le récepteur ;
des moyens pour, en réponse à la détection du
brouilleur, changer la première fréquence du si-
gnal d’horloge de référence de comparaison

pour une deuxième fréquence,
caractérisé en ce que
les moyens pour changer la première fréquence
du signal d’horloge de référence de comparai-
son pour une deuxième fréquence sont en outre
agencés pour, après que le récepteur a fonc-
tionné pendant une période de temps en utilisant
le signal d’horloge de référence de comparaison
(212) à la deuxième fréquence, si le brouilleur
détecté à l’origine n’a pas été réduit en amplitu-
de, ramener le signal d’horloge de référence de
comparaison (212) à la première fréquence.
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